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4-1-1 On Laws, Rules, Regs:

:: Budget Deficit and Ceiling
:: FAPIIS Reporting
:: Conflicts of Interest
:: Information Security and Export
:: Technical Data and Patent Reform
:: Audit
Counterfeit Parts

:: Video Clip
:: The Counterfeit Parts Task Force
:: Impact On Government And Industry
Social Media

:: Is It A Revolution
  - In Communicating?
  - In Contracting?
:: How Can It Be Used?
:: Potential Risk Areas
Questions???

:: Susan Warshaw Ebner  
  • susan.ebner@bipc.com
:: Hazel Scalia  
  • hazel.scalia@kbr.com
:: Jennifer Schaus  
  • jschaus@jenniferschaus.com
:: Sherri Schornstein  
  • sherri.schornstein@usdoj.gov